
By Victor Antonio

Price Increase

conversations

The most important, foundational aspect of the price change 
is explaining the ‘why’ of the price increase. People logically 
understand why you’re raising the prices but emotionally, they 
might still be taken aback.

 Tell Them WhyDay 1

Example  #1

Example  #2

“Mr. Customer, we pride ourselves on using the best material 
to deliver high quality products. We’re raising our prices to be 
able to cover those costs while still maintaining high quality. 
We believe that higher quality translates to a lower ownership 
cost on to you.”

“As demand from clients like you grows, we will be increasing 
our prices BUT I think you’re going to see a dramatic 
improvement in our ability to handle calls and be more 
responsive to your needs. 



script  #1

script  # 2

Sales Influence Tip
“But” negates whatever came before it in a sentence. If you want to 
downplay bad news, while ending on a positive note, use this 
sentence structure.

!

 Tell Them WhyDay 1

Customer Name
we’re increasing our prices to be able to 

As (demand growth/cost of supplies/ labor shortage) continues,

we will be increasing our prices BUT I think you’re going to see

 Increase quality/ Reduce wait times/ Reduce total cost of 
ownership, etc. 

Increase quality/ Reduce wait times/ Reduce total cost of 
ownership, etc. 

Script examples. Fill in the blanks with your product specific information. 



By Victor Antonio

Price Increase

conversations

Socialize or get your clients used to the idea of a price 
increase far in advance to get a better reaction. 

The Drip MethodDay 2

Example  #1

Begin notifying your clients far in advance of a price increase.

1st Notification
“Mrs. Customer,  as we move to become more efficient with-
out sacrificing quality, we’re installing new equipment to im-
prove our turnaround time to you and we will increase our 
prices by next year.”

2nd Notification
“Our installation of equipment XYZ is almost complete. We 
look forward to providing you with better turnaround time. 
And, as a reminder, we will be increasing our prices by X% in 6 
months” 



script  #1

Sales Influence Tip
“But” negates whatever came before it in a sentence.
If you want to downplay bad news, while ending on a positive note, 
use this sentence structure:

! Sales Influence Tip
Space out these notifications/ updates on price increases so 
customers don’t feel bombarded with reminders. 

!

The drip MethodDay 2

(Customer Name) (Period of time)
we’re increasing our prices in 

in order to
(Increase quality/ Reduce wait times/ 
Reduce total cost of ownership, etc.) 

Script examples. Fill in the blanks with your product specific information. 

(Install new equipment/ Hire more/ increase our quality/ 
Reduce your turnaround time.

As a reminder, our prices will increase by 
X %

(Time period or date)
on/within the next

2nd Notification

1st Notification

We’re working hard to  _______________________________________



By Victor Antonio

Price Increase

conversations

As you begin to mention price increases to your customers 
(as in Conversation #2), you can drop a reference point (i.e., 
an anchor) for the price increase. 

AnchoringDay 3

Example  #1

Mr Customer,  in the next 6 months, we’re looking at a 15% 
price increase due to increasing fuel costs. 

In 6 months time...

Mr. Customer, we previously discussed an upcoming price 
increase of 15%. I was able to lower that price increase down 
to 10%. 



script  #1

Sales Influence Tip
“But” negates whatever came before it in a sentence.
If you want to downplay bad news, while ending on a positive note, 
use this sentence structure:

! Sales Influence Tip
Terms like ‘preferred client’, or ‘loyal cusotmer’ give a more personal
 touch and communicats that you value their business. 

!

AnchoringDay 3

(Customer Name) (Higher % increase)

(Higher % increase)

(Lower % Increase)

we’re increasing our prices by

in order to
(Increase quality/ Reduce wait times/ 
Reduce total cost of ownership, etc.) 

Script examples. Fill in the blanks with your product specific information. 

1st Interaction

2nd Interaction

As we previously discussed, a price increase of _______________

would go into effect _____________. As one of our preferred clients,
we are able to offer you a lowered rate of _____________ .
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Price Increase

conversations

This strategy makes your clients feel like you are trying to 
honor the contracts, give them options, and have consider-
ation for their budgets. 

Extend & endDay 4

script  #1

script  #2 (Potential Client

Our prices go up next week by ____________________  BUT for 

you, ______________________ we’re going to honor the existing
 
pricing for the next _______________________”

Script examples. Fill in the blanks with your product specific information. 

(% or $ amount increase)

(a preferred/loyal client)

(week, month, 90 days, etc)

(time period before prices increase) 

“You don’t have to __________________________________ within 
   
the next ___________________________, but if you want to take 

advantage of this pricing, you have that opportunity”. 

(Put in an order/ sign the contract)
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Price Increase

conversations

A lot of large companies use this strategy to increase their 
prices slowly. Because, they know customers would rather 
see a small % increase over a long period of time, rather than 
wake up one day to a big price jump. 

Price CreepDay 5

Example  #1

You want to increase the price by 8% total. 
What you do instead of dropping the 8% increase on a client 
all at once, you can increase the price by 2% every 6 months 
(or month/ quarter/year - the increment is up to you). The 
total price increase takes place over 2 years.

Sales Influence Tip
“But” negates whatever came before it in a sentence.
If you want to downplay bad news, while ending on a positive note, 
use this sentence structure:

! Sales Influence Tip
Careful not to increase your prices too much that you price yourself
out of the market.  

!
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Price Increase

conversations

There is one word that will help you have a better price in-
crease conversation with your clients. 

One word?  Is that even possible? 

Yes!

compliance triggerDay 6

Example  #1

Version #1: Request only “ Excuse me, I have 5 pages, may I 
use the Xerox machine.”

This had 60% of people saying ‘yes’.

Version #2: Request + Reason
“I have 5 pages , may I use the Xerox machine because I am 
in a rush”

By adding a reason after using the compliance trigger word 
‘because’, compliance went from 60% to 94%. 



script  #1

Sales Influence Tip
“But” negates whatever came before it in a sentence.
If you want to downplay bad news, while ending on a positive note, 
use this sentence structure:

!

Sales Influence Tip

Do not tell the customer you’re increasing prices to buy new facilities,
expand,  serve more customers, etc. Always tie the reason back to 
them and what value they will derive from it (e.g., like faster service,  
higher quality products,  etc)  

!

compliance triggerDay 6

(Customer Name)
we need to increase our prices because 

(Valid Reason/ Concern
A good reason could be in today’s economic environment, 

inflation and supply chain issues are driving up the prices on 
everything. Tie everything back to how they will benefit from 

this price increase.)

Script examples. Fill in the blanks with your product specific information. 
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Price Increase

conversations

When you’re going to increase the price the customer will ob-
viously have some resistance. The key here with this trade off 
strategy is simple.

Trade offsDay 7

Example  #1

 You can:

• Discount on other non-essential products

• Discount on High margin product

• Offer something free (e.g., live training and turn it into an 

asset).

• Offer them a loss leader. 

• Preferential service/treatment.

• Work out extended payment terms.



Trade offsDay 7

My company offers these product/services:

Products/ services I could use as trade-offs:

Worksheet to jot down your ideas


